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 it brings an instantaneous sense of calm, joy and wonder. If your beloved is offended when you are given
children's reserve or finds heavy, hard-cover books hard to hold, this is the answer. With the goal of
providing visually appealing books that increase self-esteem and satisfaction in book ownership, there are
no phrases on the cover or inside that point out this is geared for seniors, adults with reading issues,
Alzheimer's patients or various other. Please note: The only script is whatever should be legally included:
Name page (that will not mention that is geared for seniors), copyright and ISBN. With 45 large photos
(93 total web page count) in shiny, vivid full-color, a senior will see delight in 'reading' this reserve over
and over.5 soft cover book (perfect for holding) with vivid, full-color photographs, located only on the
right side (to supply visual stimulation without causing one to feel overwhelmed). Most seniors absolutely
love considering photographs of babies;This is one of a series of picture books for seniors with no text,
specifically formatted for individuals who enjoy searching through a book yet struggle with reading. For
brief story books with 1 to 3 photos per chapter, turn to her Level 3 books.5 x 8. With the requirements of
the senior in mind, this picture reserve is a square 8. The final page lists image/artist credits. This is a
Level 1 reserve. If you are looking for picture books for seniors that do include some captions, please look
to Emma Rose Sparrow's Level 2 books. This picture book of infants is filled with carefully chosen,
unique, high quality (300 DPI) images to provide a smile on every convert of the page.
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Makes Mom Happy This pictures-only book is merely great for my Mom with dementia. I know from how
worn the pages are that she looks at it a lot. And she actually is delighted with the beautiful, endearing
close-up pictures of babies. She really zeros in on the eye and whether or not the baby has any tooth yet.
Each picture is definitely lovely, occupies the whole page and you can find no disturbing or
uncomfortable scenes. I am saving this for my mother-in-law's birthday as a gift. My mother is in a
nursing home at 95 with serious dementia so reading is out of the question.. My mother reaches because
of this book several times a week and it makes her smile This book provides both joy and comfort Bought
for an elderly female with Dementia - she totally loves it. Flawlessly accomplishes its mission. Mother
always loved to learn and to her, now, this is reading. This reserve provides both joy and comfort. There
was no text NEEDED because of how cute they're! It is a gorgeous square reserve with a glossy cover and
several pages of adorable photos of babies. Enjoyable even with no text I wanted to buy a no text
publication to provide to my grandmother when her Alzheimer’s becomes more serious, but after seeing
this book we have already gifted it! I’m told that she looks at the book almost on a daily basis and that
brings a smile to my face as well as hers. Super cute pictures but also plenty of empty pages Super nice
publication and great images. Every baby is content or sleeping. People that have Alzheimer's or dementia
still want simple pleasures that aren't so easily obtained in our world any more. Recommended for both
male and female seniors.The purchase price is reasonable, but I wish there was not so much empty space
in the book as the remaining page is always empty through the entire book. Fills an enormous and
growing need for the aging and those in nursing homes with Alzheimer's and Dementia. The picture of
the twins is particularly attractive to her. When I known as asking what the nurse would recommend, she
said anything with images. I don't wish to send her children's book--so I went online with Amazon and
did a search. I was both surprised and pleased to note that someone had done books designed for this
issue and her nurse says she loves them. It was the perfect gift. She has Dementia in the centre stages and
has been having trouble reading books more and more. The perfect gift! We was delighted to locate a
book of babies's photos. A Gift It was a gift and she loved it. It was my sister's birthday and she actually is
in the latter stages of Alzheimer disease. She get's such pleasure from seeing photos of babies. Many
thanks for filling a need bound to get more prevalent as the Boomers age. Unique, smiling faces of babies
in adorable poses.. We look at about 10 pictures every time I check out and discuss the proceedings in the
picture. Bought for my mother-in-legislation who offers Alzheimer’s and definitely adores babies. We'd a
good time searching through the photos, I believe it is a great book to talk about with a family member.
Book brings joy to dementia patients My mom, who is suffering from Alzheimer's, LOVES this
publication! So do the various other occupants of her nursing house. These baby faces are irresistably
adorable and bring smiles to dementia sufferers. So much joy! Thank you! Great Photography Most
seniors I know love considering cute babies and this does not disappoint. Purchased for my mother-in-law
who provides Alzheimer’s and totally adores . I understand this book will make her happy when she looks
at the adorable baby images. Beautiful pics! My mom has Alzheimer's and she loves this picture reserve!
Beautiful, smiling babies Wonderful photos. Great reserve. She talks about it again and again and never
does not smile and giggle at the friendly faces staring back again at her. Very happy with my purchase.
Strongly suggested. And much more excited to view it was for Alzheimer patients.
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